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Abstract

An In�coil in Qn� the n�dimensional unit cube� is a simple cycle C in Qn such that C has no chords
in Qn� An In�snake is a simple �open� path S in Qn which has no chords in Qn� The problem of �nding
a snake of maximum length su�ers from severe combinatorial explosion� This paper describes the use
of a Genetic Algorithm for �nding snakes� and how this code was interfaced with the software package
PVM �Parallel Virtual Machine�� allowing us to adapt GA code written for single processor machines
for use on a cluster of single processor machines acting in parallel�

� Introduction

A snake is an induced subgraph of an n�dimensional hypercube which is a path� The problem of �nding
a snake of maximum length su�ers from severe combinatorial explosion� and often taxes a single�processor
machine to its limits� This paper describes the use of a Genetic Algorithm for �nding snakes� and how
this code was interfaced with the software package PVM �Parallel Virtual Machine�� allowing us to adapt
GA code written for single processor machines for use on a cluster of single processor machines acting in
parallel�

Through the PVM package we are able to implement serial algorithms that run faster by distributing
the computational task and resource burden among several machines� This package also enables us to
implement parallel algorithms by coordinating processes that are operating on other machines� and allowing
access to these processes as if they were executing on a single� parallel machine�

� PVM

PVM is a software package that allows the programmer to transparently access heterogeneous compu�
tational platforms as a single concurrent machine ���� The package consists of two parts	 a daemon process
that is user�con�gured to handle signalling tasks among designated machines� and a software library of
routines to handle communication between machines and processes�

The simplest method for initiating a PVM sessions is to start the PVM daemon with a 
host�le� as an
argument� This host�le should contain information about the machines that PVM is to consider part of its
virtual con�guration	 names or IP addresses� login names� passwords� etc� The PVM daemon then starts



on each of these machines and waits for messages� PVM can also be started in console mode� This allows
the user to interactively start subtasks� collect statistics on running tasks� and perform other initiating and
monitoring operations�

To use PVM� one must �rst spawn a PVM task� When a task is spawned� it is assigned a unique task
identi�er or tid which is used to communicate with that task� Communication takes the form of signalling
or messaging� Signalling a task is accomplished through the use of standard POSIX�compliant system
signals� Messaging uses the PVM daemon and library calls to pass user speci�ed messages and signals of
arbitrary length and meaning among tasks� Messages may be in the form of one or more basic C or Fortran
data types� This means that complex data types such as structures must have their components packed
and messaged individually�

In a most general PVM communication paradigm� a 
parent� process spawns one or more 
child�
processes� communicating with them through messages or signals until the child process is either �nished
executing� or is terminated by the parent process�

� GA

Genetic algorithms are heuristic search methods based on the notion of the survival of the �ttest�
They have been applied to a wide variety of problems� for example	 Multiple Fault Diagnosis �MFD�
��� �� �� �� �� ��� Set Covering �SC� and Traveling Salesman Problems �TSP� ���� communication network
con�guration ���� and control of natural gas pipelines and game playing ���� Genetic algorithms are a type
of stochastic search method� and are applied to NP�Hard problems in many areas ranging from scheduling
optimization to designing optimal con�gurations and layouts� Developed by John Holland in ��� ���� they
are modeled from and mimic the theory of natural evolution�

The evaluation of a chromosome is done to test its 
�tness� as a solution� Choosing and formulating an
appropriate objective function is crucial to the e�cient solution of any given genetic algorithm problem�
In our case� searching for long paths� a �tness based on the length of the path found so far is a very good
function�

� Snakes

An In�coil in Qn� the n�dimensional unit cube� is a simple cycle C in Qn such that C has no chords in
Qn� That is� every edge of Qn which joins two nodes of C is in fact an edge of C� The nodes of Qn are
the �n n�tuples of binary digits� and two nodes are joined by an edge of Qn if they di�er in exactly one
coordinate� An In�snake is a simple �open� path S in Qn which has no chords in Qn� In other words� an
n�snake is a path in Qn having adjacencies only between nodes which are consecutive in the path�

N�dimensional cubes� or hypercubes have long been studied for their relevance to coding theory ���� and
more recently due to the advent of parallel computing systems with hypercube communication topologies�
Coils �or closed snakes� in hypercubes have received the most attention in the literature ��� ��� Whether
open or closed� snakes in Qn have various applications� such as error�detection in analog�to�digital conver�
sion ���� In this case� the longer the snake� the more accurate the conversion will be� Additionally� snakes
are related to algorithms used for disjunctive normal form simpli�cation and for electronic combination
locking schemes� again� the longer the snake� the more useful it is in the application ���� Finally� the length
of the longest snakes corresponds to the worst�case number of iterations in local�search algorithms ����
Consequently� great interest has developed in determining the maximum length of open snakes� sn� and
coils �closed snakes�� cn� among all snakes in Qn� see for example ��� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��� However�
�nding long snakes is such a di�cult problem that the maximum lengths of snakes were previously known
only for dimensions up to �� Above dimension �� only upper and lower bounds have been reported in the
literature�



� GA Experiment Setup

Our genetic algorithm �GA� experiments take two di�erent tacks based on the representation of a
snake� In one� we simply use the hypercube coordinates �node numbers in decimal that correspond to the
binary encoding� as the representation of individuals in the population� For example� assume that the
node sequence of the coil is	 � �� �� �� ���� �� We set the length of an individual to a constant �e�g��
to �� for Q�� and then create the initial population at random� The �rst node is randomly chosen from
among all nodes� Subsequent nodes in the individual are selected at random from the appropriate nodes
in the adjacency table �in Q� for example� we have a table with �� entries representing each node and the
corresponding � nodes adjacent to them�� This insures that individuals in the initial population are valid
paths� The �tness of each individual is based on the cube of the length of the longest sub�snake in each�

Our other representation approach is based on the transition sequence ��� �� of a path� The transition
sequence is related to the single bit position that changes from one node to the next adjacent node� For
example� the transition value from node � ������� to node � ������ is �� and the transition value
from node � ������� to node � ������ is �� The transition sequence for the above coil is then	
� �� �� �� ������� Again� each individual in the initial population is created at random and is insured to
be a valid path� Insuring valid paths is much easier with this approach since the need for the adjacency
table �or an adjacency calculation� is eliminated� Also� the �tness is the cube of the longest sub�snake in
the sequence�

When using integer sequences that are order�based for individuals in the genetic algorithm� standard
bit string genetic operators typically are inappropriate� Searching for snakes or traveling salesman routes
demand that the operators that impact the order of the sequence maintain valid ordering� We use the
enhanced edge recombination operator ��� with our node sequence representation because it focuses on
maintaining node adjacency� an important feature for evolving long snakes� In addition� we use two
variations of the evolutionary strategy� Namely� with the node sequence approach we use the standard
mate selection and mating scheme where an entire next generation is created� We use the 
one�at�a�
time� replacement scheme used in GENITOR ��� for the transition sequence approach� In the one�at�a�
time scheme� a new generation contains the same individuals as the previous generation except for the
replacement of the worst �least �t� individual with the o�spring of one mating pair of individuals selected
in the usual fashion�

As for the speci�c GA parameter settings for the node sequence approach� we used a variety of popu�
lation sizes ranging from ����� to ������� and a variety of crossover probabilities ranging from ��� to ����
with the enhanced edge recombination crossover scheme� We used a seeding scheme whereby we seeded
the initial population of a trial with the best set of results from previous trials� although no �tness scaling
was used� A trial ran for a speci�ed number of generations and was then stopped� The limit here was in
the neighborhood of ������ generations�

For the transition sequence approach� we used the same ranges for population size and crossover prob�
abilities �i�e�� ����� to ������� and ��� to ������ Mutation probabilities ranged from ��� to ����� We
used a two�point crossover scheme with this approach� Again� seeding was used as with the node sequence
approach� A trial was terminated whenever the population showed signs of convergence as indicated by no
improvement in the best individual over several generations�

� PVM Implementations

Our �rst implementation used the genetic algorithm as designed for single�cpu computation� but im�
plemented the computation of objective values as sub�processes� During each generation� the overall
population was divided into three sub�populations� and three PVM tasks were spawned to three di�erent
machines� These tasks each received copies of the chromosomes of one third of the population� evaluated
them� and returned the results�

Because of the large populations involved in snake hunting �between ������ to ������ individual rep�
resenations� we quickly exhausted the memory of the PVM machines� This resulted in a computational
slowdown� and an occasional kernel shutdown� In an attempt to conserve memory� we have designed a



new representation which involves converting the chromosomes from an integer to a bitwise representation�
Our calculations show that this will result in a signi�cant memory savings�

However� this modi�cation presents a new challenge as the PVM messaging scheme is not well suited
to passing user�de�ned data types� In order to pass bitstring chromosomal representations between sub�
populations� these strings will have to be translated or cast to some native C data type before transmission�
and interpreted or re�cast upon receipt� These conversions will extract a one�time per message computa�
tional cost� and should not signi�cantly a�ect e�ectiveness�

We are also working on a �nal implementation which will use a load�averaging scheme and the bitwise
representation to evenly distribute memory usage and computation among the PVM machines� In previ�
ous implementations� the actual objective function processing was performed on separate machines using
sub�populations	 copies of approximately one third of the overall population� However� all other genetic
operations� as well as the structures for the overall population �including representations� objective evalu�
ation� and individual statistics� were performed and maintained on one machine� This creates a limiting
factor equal to the memory capacity of the controlling machine�

In this �nal scheme� no machine is burdened with maintaining the overall population� Instead� the whole
population resides in approximate thirds on each of the three machines� giving us a signi�cant memory
savings� There is still one machine that must act as the 
master� or 
parent� machine� and perform
selection based on the �tnesses of individuals in the sub�populations� However� by using dynamic load
averaging� it will be possible to decrease the sub�population size for this master machine so that it will not
be overtaxed�

Computation of objective function values takes place on each of the three machines� and the results
are placed in an 
evaluation list�� These lists are sent to the master machine for participation in the GA
selection procedure� The three evaluaton lists are concatenated in a speci�c order so the results may be
returned to the correct machine� Selection takes place on this list of objective values� and a list of mating
pairs is generated� This list will consist of pairs of individuals� with each individual represented by its
position in its respective sub�population�

This mating list is evaluated to determine the best distribution of population members for maintaining
an even load on the PVM machines� redistribution lists are generated� and if necessary� individual popula�
tion members are shifted from one population to another so that this load averaging can be achieved� For
instance� assume that AIX is the master� and AIX� and AIX� are the remaining machines� Evaluation
would take place as follows	

� For each pair in the mating list� determine whether or not both individuals are on the same machine�

�� If the individuals are on di�erent machines then	

�a� Place the least �t individual on the redistribution list of the higher �t individual�

�� Else if the individuals are on the same machine already then	

�a� Place both individuals on the redistribution list for their original machine�

�� When the complete mating list has been processed in this way	

�a� If necessary� reduce the population size on the redistribution list of the master machine propor�
tional to its computational task and the overall population size�

�b� If necessary� shift individuals from the remaining redistribution lists until an even computational
load is achieved for each of these machines�

Each machine then receives two lists� The �rst list contains the identi�cation number of individuals
who are going to be shifted to other populations� and which population they are going to� The second
list is the mating pairs� Upon reciept of these two lists� each machine sends to the new populations the
individuals �if any� that no longer belong in its population� Once a machine has received its mating list
and new members �if any�� and sent out its old members �if any�� it proceeds with crossover and mutation
according to the matches made in the mating list� The GA then proceeds in its normal manner�



� Results

The GA has been quite e�ective in generating snakes in dimensions � and �	 it found the maximum
length snake of �� in dimension � and generated a one time record of �� in dimension �� Parallelization has
been limited by the amount of machine resources available� speci�cally memory� but initial experiments
have shown promise for signi�cantly decreasing computational time�

� Conclusions

We feel that the larger population sizes enabled by parallelization will give us much better results
than the single�processor GA� The use of PVM as a parallelization platform gives us a �exible toolkit
with which to implement these and other parallelization schemes� Future work will include using PVM�s
ability to present an abstract�machine software layer on non�homogeneous architectures to extend the PVM
network beyond its current three machine cluster� We also plan on implementing �ne and coarse grained
parallel schemes in which each sub�population is isolated from the others and subjected to genetic operators
separately� Best �t individuals are then allowed to slowly 
bleed� over into the other populations�
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